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Abstract Arguing for the need for a scientific research study (i.e. writing an introduction

to a research paper) poses significant challenges for students. When faced with these

challenges, students often generate overly safe replications (i.e. fail to find and include

opposition to their hypothesis) or in contrast include no strong support for their hypothesis

(i.e. relevant, valid evidence). How can we support novice scientists in generating and

defending high quality hypotheses? A long history of research supports the affordances

provided by structured representations of complex information. More recently, argument

diagramming has gained traction in instruction for philosophy, social studies, and law.

However, its effectiveness for supporting students in science is relatively untested. The

purpose of the current study was to test the effectiveness of a simple argument diagram

optimized for supporting students’ research writing in psychology. Two groups of

undergraduate students in research methods lab courses were randomly assigned to dia-

gramming support or no support. In the research papers, those given diagramming support

were more likely to argue for an appropriately ‘risky’ hypothesis and wrote more about the

relevance and validity of cited studies. Some of these gains show signs of transfer to a

second paper written later in the course that did not require use of the diagramming tool.
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Introduction

Argumentation is a central aspect of science, and is thought to be particularly important

both as a means for learning and a skill to be learned (Osborne et al. 2013). Argumentation

in science happens in multiple forms. One type of argumentation is organizing the results

of a study towards a conclusion (Andrews 1995; Andrews and Mitchell 2001; Oostdam

et al. 1994; Oostdam and Emmelot 1991), that is, writing the results and discussion

sections of a paper. While complex, this aspect of writing tends to be manageable for

secondary students (Hand et al. 2004), perhaps partially because the range of evidence to

be integrated within student projects is relatively small.

Another aspect of argumentative writing that is less well-studied is arguing for the need

for a study as in writing the introduction to a research report. This form of argumentative

writing poses unique challenges for students (Osborne et al. 2013). They need to grasp a

large body of conceptual, procedural, and epistemic knowledge and to integrate complex

scientific evidence into a coherent argument. For example, an individual research paper can

present a range of findings—some may support a theory while others contradict it, and

others may be irrelevant to the student’s argument. Thus, the student must decide which

research papers are relevant to his hypothesis, which are irrelevant and how to combine the

relevant papers into a cohesive argument. This process is made more difficult by science

instruction that obscures the argumentative, and frequently ambiguous nature of inter-

preting scientific evidence (Gray and Kang 2012).

For journal articles written by scientists, there are many complexities to writing a strong

introduction, and it often takes years of practice to master all aspects. Indeed, it is an open

area of scholarship to analyze research papers and uncover the many critical rhetorical

aspects they contain, and how these aspects might be handled through different strategies

(Berkenkotter and Huckin 2016). To name just a few aspects, there is arguing for the

practical importance of the topic to society, arguing for the theoretical importance of the

question, and reviewing differing prior claims about the question. When students begin to

write introduction arguments, they are unlikely to be able to take on all the important

aspects, and some aspects may involve domain knowledge that is well beyond them. For

example, understanding the theoretical importance of the topic likely requires a deep

understanding of a field.

And yet, current science education scholarship calls for students to engage in authentic

practices, rather than overly-scripted and decontextualized tasks (NRC 2012). One

approach to remain authentic, but stay within student capabilities, is to focus on a doable

aspect of introductions that still brings meaning to the overall study being conducted:

providing a rational for the study.

Types of argumentation in research paper introductions

Introductions to research papers have a central feature that makes their argument structure

unique. In typical dialogic argumentation (e.g., in a results section or general discussion

section), multiple competing perspectives may be explored, but the end goal is resolution

in favor of one perspective. In contrast, research paper introductions seek to clarify an open

question for which there is supporting evidence, but the prior evidence is insufficient. That

is, writers present convincing arguments in favor of their hypotheses, but often also leave

enough ambiguity that the issues still appear worthwhile to test, often described as a

research gap or working hypothesis.
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In other words, the hypothesis needs to be risky enough to be interesting, avoiding

retesting settled science (Chinn and Brewer 1993) or attacking purely straw-men

hypotheses (Klayman and Ha 1987). Although not usually described this way in research

methodology textbooks, a recent systematic analysis of journal articles in psychology

revealed that explicit writing about hypothesis ‘risk’ is a very common feature of published

articles within top social, cognitive, and developmental psychology journals (Barstow et al.

2015). Further, these analyses indicated that hypothesis risk is typically established by

noting a gap in situations that had been studied previously, flaws in the evidence that had

been previously collected, or contradictions in prior findings. In expert writing, this kind of

argumentation about risk can demand extensive knowledge of a field. But simpler forms of

the argument can be made from more limited knowledge of the literature (e.g., provide

some support and yet also identify a gap based on a small set of prior work). Indeed, even

expert writers sometimes include the hedge phrase ‘‘to the best of our knowledge’’ in

describing gaps. Given the common focus in secondary science on replication as hands-on

science (Chinn and Malholtra 2002; NRC 2012), it is not surprising that explicit writing

about hypothesis risk in research paper introductions is commonly missing in student work,

and instead students simply list in a sequential form descriptions of related work (Barstow

et al. 2017).

Focusing on risk while teaching how to write introductions also allows for students to

practice applications of two core concepts in science, validity and relevance. For example,

prior work in an area might suffer from validity problems such as only having correlational

evidence or containing confounds, thereby creating the need for a study that addresses the

gap in validity evidence. Alternatively, prior work may have been on measures, popula-

tions, or contexts quite different from the student’s proposed study, and thus not relevant,

providing a rational for hypothesis risk (i.e., a test of generalization). These two ways of

establishing risk—validity problems in prior work or testing a previously supported

hypothesis in a new setting—are the most common forms of identifying explicit risk in

psychology research writing (Barstow et al. 2015). Learning to reason about validity

(correlation vs. causation, confounds in an experimental design, poor measures) is com-

monly a core focus on research methods courses. In sum, this way of conceptualizing and

structuring introductions may provide meaning to the science being taught in introductory

courses, while providing an opportunity to practice core concepts and skills. However, this

conceptualization of introductions is not typically taught in research methods classes and

does not naturally appear in student writing (Barstow et al., in press). Given its inherent

complexities (discussed below), students will likely need some support to address it

properly.

Argument diagramming

Argument diagramming is one way of providing that support and explicitly structuring

science writing as an argument. At the basic level, students may fail to include strong

support for their hypothesis (Schwarz et al. 2003), while at more intermediate levels,

students may fail to include any reason to doubt their tested hypothesis (i.e., fail to note

weakness in evidence or possible counter-evidence) (Nussbaum and Schraw 2007). Failure

to consider alternatives has sometimes been considered a skill deficit (Crowell and Kuhn

2014; Kuhn et al. 2016), but failures to write about alternatives might also stem from being

overwhelmed by the tasks of managing all the arguments that are for and against (Sweller

1994). Such an overload seems likely when each piece of evidence is itself complex, as is

typically the case in science. Finally, students may include evidence for and against, but
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fail to integrate these conflicts into a coherent argument for their hypothesis. An argument

diagram makes visually salient the absence of support, alternative explanations, or

counterarguments.

Researchers have been studying the affordances of different representation formats for

problem solving and learning for nearly half a century (Mandler and Ritchey 1977; Paivio

1986; Shepard 1967; Standing 1973). On the one hand, spatial representations have been

studied as important external tools that afford benefits to reasoning and problem-solving

(Cheng 1992; Cheng and Simon 1992; Larkin and Simon 1987; Novick 2000; Trafton et al.

2005), such as the use of diagrams of kinematic equations or hierarchical diagrams of

evolutionary relationships. On the other hand, textual representations can also be struc-

tured, as with a structured abstract, to help users and learners. Regardless of format,

structured representations help the viewer to attend to task-relevant features while reducing

distractions from task-irrelevant aspects of the problem-solving situation.

Argument diagrams are a particular form of structured representation that have been

successfully employed as instructional tools in education (e.g., Dwyer et al. 2012; Harrell

2013; Suthers and Hundhausen 2003; Van Amelsvoort et al. 2007). Argument diagrams

represent arguments by breaking them down into component parts and their relationships,

based on an ‘ontology’, or system of organization. In the case of science writing, these

might be a hypothesis, various study findings, and counterarguments. Argument diagrams

have been shown to facilitate student retention. For example, in a social studies context,

students who diagrammed novel learning material retained the information better than their

classmates who did not diagram (Griffin et al. 1995). Argument diagramming also

improves students’ ability to critically analyze arguments (Dwyer et al. 2012; Harrell

2008, 2011, 2012, 2013; Suthers and Hundhausen 2003) and to generate them (Harrell

2013). Such diagramming also shows potential for helping students write argumentative

essays across various disciplines such as science and social studies (Chryssafidou and

Sharples 2002; Chryssafidou 2014), an important task that is a source of struggle for many

students (Andrews 1995; Andrews and Mitchell 2001; Hahn and Oaksford 2012; Kuhn

2013).

What are the mechanisms by which diagramming could support reasoning about risk in

terms of the relevance and validity of existing prior evidence? There are two core elements

in argument diagrams: spatial, in which information is embedded in the structure of the

diagram, and textual, in which information is presented in the content of the diagram nodes

or links. Diagrams are thus a hybrid representation in which each aspect may be involved

in improving argumentative writing.

The spatial layout will likely enable students to gain a better understanding of

hypothesis risk by indicating the existence of evidentiary relationships between studies and

hypotheses, and whether the links are supporting or opposing. It will also help them notice

the amount of evidence that is supporting or opposing.

The textual element of diagrams allows students to ‘zoom in’ on their argument and

access critical summary information to judge the strengths and weaknesses of each piece of

evidence. We expect this aspect to be particularly helpful for understanding the relevance

and validity of their cited studies. Relevance involves thinking about the semantic overlap

between the hypothesis and the studies being cited. Validity involves thinking about the

appropriateness of the methods of the cited prior work. These aspects of the study are

easily represented by text, but are not easily represented spatially.

Although there is a good conceptual match between the needs of students in writing

research introductions and the affordances of argument diagrams, the research support for

such benefits is still preliminary. One study found that the quality of college students’
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argument diagrams was correlated with the quality of the research paper introductions that

students later produced (Lynch et al. 2014; Lynch 2014). But it is unclear from this study

whether the diagrams improved writing, or whether misconceptions revealed by students’

diagrams were also manifested in the students’ writing.

Another complication is that argument diagramming tools and frameworks likely differ

in their effectiveness for supporting students. Prior studies in this area have typically

employed domain-general Toulmin (1958)-style models (e.g., Stegmann et al. 2007, 2012;

Harrell 2013) that lend themselves to cross-domain transfer. For this study, we will employ

a psychology-specific argument ontology to target and support more nuanced concepts in

the domain. Domain-general Toulmin diagrams are very inefficient at representing realistic

cases because they force a detailed representation of each inference rule. In addition, there

is nothing in the Toulmin diagram that forces student attention towards issues of relevance

and validity, and thus they may fail to practice these target reasoning skills. A domain-

specific representation can be made more efficient, so that it can be feasibly applied to the

amount of information required to consider in an introduction, and it can scaffold student

attention towards targeted skills.

The most similar prior research comes from a quasi-experimental study by Barstow

et al. (2017) who found that argument diagrams plus peer review increased students’

discussion of hypothesis risk in psychology introductions relative to a prior cohort of

students who were not provided with such supports. Further, they tested different

ontologies, one more general and one more psychology-specific, and found that the psy-

chology-specific ontology produced the best overall performance in writing introductions.

However, it is unclear whether these benefits were due to the argument diagrams or the

peer review process. Peer review allows students to consider alternative perspectives in

evaluating the relative strength of arguments presented by others. The current study

removes peer review of diagrams from the intervention. In addition, the current study

improves on the experimental design by including randomization to condition within a

single cohort population.

For this study, we examine introductions to APA-style research papers in psychology

created by students in a research methods course. Students were randomly assigned to have

either diagramming support or no support (beyond what the course offers to all students).

Our hypotheses are as follows:

(1) Students given diagramming support will be more likely to explicitly address

hypothesis risk in their introductions than students given no support.

(2) Students given diagramming support will write more about the relevance of cited

studies than those given no support.

(3) Students given diagramming support will write more about the validity of cited

studies than those given no support.

Methods

Participants

Participants were drawn from 182 undergraduate students enrolled in a Research Methods

in Psychology course at a large public university. Seventeen students did not complete the

paper assignment, which reduced the final sample to 165 students. The course consisted of

2.5 lecture hours and 3 lab hours per week over a 14-week semester; the intervention took
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place during three of the weekly lab sessions. The lectures were taught to the entire class

and focused on theoretical issues in psychology research, such as different threats of

validity, while the lab sections were smaller (18 to 24 students) and focused on practicing

basic skills related to observational and experimental research.

The intervention was implemented in the lab sections. Participants were recruited into

the experiment by their teaching fellows (TF) who taught the lab sections. Seven TFs

participated in the experiment: six taught only one lab section and the seventh taught two

lab sections. The six TFS who taught only one section were matched into pairs based on

teaching experience and class characteristics (e.g., time of day). For example, there were

two TFs who had never taught before and had lab sections early in the day. TFs within each

of these pairs were then randomized into either the experimental (diagramming) or control

condition. For the remaining TF, who taught two lab sections, one section was assigned to

the experimental condition and one section was assigned to the control condition. Data

from this TF, allows for comparison of effects of diagramming on students that controls for

TF effects.

Materials

Diagramming is an activity embedded in tools, and there is a reasonable concern that if the

tools we construct are too optimized for one task, then they are inaccessible or not useful

for other tasks. For this study, we utilized a readily accessible (i.e., free, easy to learn) tool

so that students could choose to use it again, although this was not monitored. The

accessibility of the tool also enabled simpler research on scaling and easier application in

classrooms.

We constructed the diagramming ontology used in this study through extensive pilot

testing and iterative development, beginning with a generic, technologically complex

ontology that evolved into a simpler, psychology-specific ontology. This ontology has been

refined to draw particular attention to issues of relevance, validity, and thus risk in psy-

chology research.

Students constructed argument diagrams in a free, web-based, open-ended application

called Draw.IO.1 This diagramming tool was chosen for its relative simplicity and

accessibility, which make it an ideal choice for classroom application, and possible transfer

to use in later courses.

Students were instructed to include the following elements in their diagrams: two

hypotheses, citations of relevance to each hypothesis organized as either supporting or

opposing study citations, and counterarguments for any evidence opposing a proposed

hypothesis. These guidelines were presented to students along with a diagram template (see

Fig. 1), which contained nodes of each type and basic descriptions of the core information

to include in each node type. Students were instructed to duplicate these template node

types as often as needed, fill out the contents, and connect the completed nodes to one

another. Multiple finding nodes were included in the template to emphasize that each

hypothesis should be connected to multiple findings in the literature.

In the example diagram shown in Fig. 2, the author proposes a study on college students

learning Swahili words. The author hypothesized that students who ‘drop’ individual

flashcards once well-learned will correctly translate more words on a later test than stu-

dents forced to always study all of the flashcards. This hypothesis is supported by Study

Finding #4, where dropping flashcards resulted in improved speed rather than accuracy as a

1 https://www.draw.io/.
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dependent variable. However, it is opposed by Study Finding #3 where separating a larger

deck of flashcards into four smaller decks resulted in poorer memory for word definitions.

If students could not locate opposing evidence to their hypothesis, they were instructed

to demonstrate hypothesis risk in other ways (i.e., through insufficient data, validity issues

with prior studies). For example, in Fig. 3, the author demonstrates risk by noting a gap in

existing knowledge regarding the bystander effect in low-risk situations.

For each study cited in their diagram, students were instructed to record the APA-style

citation, population tested, situation (tested variables and context), conclusion (findings),

validity (e.g., experimental), and the relevance of the evidence to a student’s hypothesis(es)

(See Fig. 3).

Fig. 1 Argument diagram template. Study findings are duplicated in the template because students are
expected to need many of these
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On the basis of the information included in the hypothesis and study nodes, students

were asked to categorize each study as slightly, partially, or highly relevant to the linked

hypothesis, and were encouraged to justify their choice. For example, the author of the

diagram in Fig. 3 rated Study Finding #2 as partially relevant because the cited study dealt

with a high-risk situation versus the author’s proposed low-risk context. Students also

labeled the connection between a study and a hypothesis as either opposing or supporting

evidence.

Procedures

Because the argument diagrams involve new and complex components for the students, it

was necessary to include training on the purposes and procedures of the diagramming

before students attempted to diagram their own studies. Therefore, students in the exper-

imental lab sections were first given a 5-minute lecture explaining hypothesis risk. This

lecture communicated ‘appropriate risk’ as a balance between insufficient risk, in which

case conducting a study would be redundant, and excessive risk, in which case conducting

a study would be unlikely to be successful. The lecture also conveyed the importance of

relying on valid and relevant research in locating strong support for the presented

Fig. 2 Filled diagram from introductory demo activity

Fig. 3 Example (subset) of an actual student diagram created in Draw.IO
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hypothesis. Afterwards, these students completed a brief training activity in which they

were given printouts for three argument diagrams and were tasked to work in pairs to

choose which diagram described a hypothesis that was too risky (insufficient supporting

evidence), which was too ‘safe’ (only supporting evidence), and which demonstrated an

appropriate level of risk (some supporting and some opposing evidence).

In the control lab sections, with TF feedback, the students discussed finding research

papers in more general terms, including how to identify the study designs, and the inde-

pendent and dependent variables. Both groups considered issues of relevance and validity

of prior work, but only the argument diagramming condition considered explicitly the role

of relevance and validity relative to their own hypothesis risk. All sections then moved to

brainstorming possible study questions.

In a later class, students in the experimental condition were introduced to the dia-

gramming software through a practice activity in which students worked in pairs to dia-

gram a short scientific paper given to them by their instructor. The paper was selected to be

short and involve a mixture of supporting and opposing findings. The practice task was not

graded, and the TF showed an accurate diagram at the end of the activity. Then students

were instructed to construct an argument diagram for an observational experiment they

would later conduct; this diagram was turned into the TF for grading and feedback.

Students were told in advance that the diagram would help them write the introduction to

the paper. Finally, students spent time planning the design of their study. Students in the

control condition spent more time planning the design of their study and receiving feed-

back from the TFs because they did not have to spend time learning how to diagram.

The paper assignment for both conditions included writing an abstract, introduction,

methods, results, and discussion. Students were asked to include at least five research journal

article references in their introduction (two of which were provided by the instructor) and

two hypotheses, and to discuss and explain at least one study or theoretical position that

conflicted with their hypotheses. That is, all students were at least tacitly encouraged to take

up hypothesis risk in their introductions, providing evidence for and against their hypothesis,

although only the experimental group was given the hypothesis risk term explicitly. Further,

all students received standard lectures in psychology research methods that discuss the

purposes of research as forwarding understanding of psychological effects and processes

using various study designs that vary in terms of internal and external validity.

Students also completed a second paper assignment one month later that was nearly

identical to the first, except that: 1) the study involved a factorial design experiment, rather than

observational study, and 2) students worked on the paper in dyads. These dyads were within-

lab section so it is unlikely that any cross-contamination occurred between paper 1 and paper 2.

We did not initially plan to collect data from this second assignment, but early results from

paper 1 spurred our interest in possible temporal transfer effects. After the end of the semester,

we were able to collect papers from the two lab sections taught by the same TF (N = 25

papers) and these papers were coded for discussion of risk using the protocol outlined below.

Measures

Risk coding scheme

All of the research paper introductions were coded for risk using a coding scheme that was

developed through examining the treatment of risk in the introduction sections of journal

articles in psychology (Barstow et al. 2015). We focused on the two types of risk that

commonly occur in psychology: risk through uncertainty and risk through opposition.
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Although Barstow et al. also found a third form, Risk through Difficulty (i.e., a complex set

of predictions tested in an elaborate design), this form was rare and is not applicable to

student experiments.

Risk through uncertainty (RU) occurs when the author claims that there is only insuf-

ficient (low relevance) or problematic evidence (low validity) for his/her hypothesis(es) in

the literature, for example, ‘‘First, although the effect of fluency on a variety of judgments

has been well documented, it is unknown whether fluency can influence two different

attributes at once’’ (Westerman et al. 2015).

Risk through opposition (RO) occurs when the author claims that there is both sup-

porting and opposing evidence for his/her hypothesis(es) in the literature, for instance,

‘‘While there is strong evidence for such a process of combination, there has been some

debate as to when metric and categorical cues are combined… (Holden et al. 2015).’’

Opposition does not itself involve relevance or validity issues in noting a conflicting prior

study. However, the resolution of the opposition (i.e., why the student’s hypothesis might

stand despite the prior counter-evidence) does involve invoking either relevance (e.g., the

conflicting result occurred in a different population or situation) or validity (e.g., the

conflicting result had a confound).

Using these definitions, we coded the introductions of each student paper by annotating

individual sentences that addressed risk, and coded each paper based on the types of risk

addressed, regardless of the number of instances. For example, if a paper had four sen-

tences tagged as RU and one as RO, that paper would be tagged as [RU, RO]. In other

words, one instance of a risk type was sufficient to be considered. The introductions were

first coded by the first author and a subset of these (n = 25) were then double-coded by a

second coder (j = .91).

Relevance and validity coding schemes

A subsample of student papers (102 evenly sampled across sections) were then coded at

greater depth for relevance and validity of each citation using an iteratively developed

coding scheme.

Relevance coding noted instances where authors discussed the population of a study

(e.g., ‘‘College students’’), the context of a study (e.g., ‘‘a busy street’’), and comparisons

of similarities and/or differences between the cited study and their own proposed study.

These comparisons needed to be based on study characteristics rather than study findings.

The validity codes included the common factors influencing validity in psychology

research that were also discussed explicitly in the lecture portions and associated textbook:

sample size (e.g., ‘‘145 participants’’), experimental design (e.g., ‘‘a meta-analytic review

of social psychological literature…’’), and confounds (e.g., ‘‘The authors looked at sign

color and compliance but used two different locations for the signs.’’). Evaluative coding

of validity was defined as an evaluation of the scientific rigor of a study (e.g., ‘‘But, this

was just a correlational study’’).

Two coders were trained on 20 student papers to establish agreement before coding the

full set. Kappa was calculated based on 8 possible codes for each coder: population,

context, comparison, sample size, experimental design, confound, evaluation, and blank

(no code), k = .40. Disagreements between coders were resolved on a weekly basis by the

first author and most commonly took the form of one coder marking text and the other not

marking it at all (code/blank). When this type of disagreement was removed from the

reliability analysis, the reliability was quite high, k = .79.
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Results

For all of the analyses, we used a = .05, and Cohen’s d is used to indicate effect sizes.

Given the relatively small number of students per section and the relatively small number

of sections, formal nested regressions that directly account for nesting of students within

sections would have been underpowered. However, data patterns were examined within

matched pairs of sections to insure the same pattern generally held across the data, rather

than being driven by just one section.

Manipulation check

The intervention consisted of multiple components related to argument diagraming,

including a lecture on risk and diagrams, example diagrams, and then completing their own

diagrams. To provide further support to the notion that diagramming itself produces

benefits (vs. just receiving a lecture and seeing examples), it is important to know that

students did complete the diagrams, and did so in a substantive manner. 69 of the students

submitted diagrams to their TFs in a form that could be automatically analyzed (i.e., as an

xml instead of a pdf). On average, these diagrams included 4.6 citations, with 4.4 sup-

porting and 1.0 opposing their 1.6 hypotheses (note that some citations could involve both

supporting and opposing evidence). Table 1 presents the amount of text found in each of

the nodes within each of the diagrams. On average, students completed the fields in

substantive ways, writing several sentences or a paragraph of text for each field. Only one

student wrote fewer than 10 words for any of the fields (summed across nodes of that type).

Hypothesis risk

In the control sections, 37% of students addressed risk in at least one form compared to

62% of students in the diagramming condition. Figure 4 shows the proportions of papers in

each condition including each form of risk, any form of risk, and multiple forms of risk. A

v2 test of independence revealed that students in the diagramming condition were more

likely to write about risk through uncertainty, v2(1, n = 165) = 10.2, p = .001

(d = 0.51), risk through opposition v2(1, n = 165) = 6.2, p = .01 (d = 0.52), any form of

risk, v2(1, n = 165) = 14.6, p\ .001 (d = 0.62), and multiple forms of risk v2(1,
n = 165) = 8.6, p = .003 (d = 0.47), than students in the control condition. Only some of

Table 1 Mean and standard
deviation for words included in
each student’s diagram in each of
the fields (summed across nodes
of that type)

Node type Field Mean number of words (SD)

Hypothesis Population 11.0 (7.3)

Situation 34.2 (26.0)

Prediction 45.7 (27.2)

Study rationale 70.1 (32.0)

Study finding Population 81.7 (57.3)

Situation 270.3 (180.8)

Conclusion 279.5 (124.1)

Validity 35.4 (21.9)

Relevance 220.5 (197.3)

Counterarguments 65.5 (78.0)
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these results held when examined for only the two within-instructor lab sections, showing

more writing about any risk, v2 (1, n = 42) = 8.8, p\ .001, (100% vs 65%; d = 1.02)

and more writing about RU, v2 (1, n = 42) = 4.8, p = .03, (82% vs. 50%; d = 0.71) in

the diagramming condition, but no significant difference across conditions in writing about

RO, v2(1, n = 42) = 0.8, p = .37 (59% vs. 50%; d = 0.28), or combinations of risk types

v2(1, n = 42) = 0.5, p = .49, (d = 0.21).

On paper 2, 50% of students in the control sections addressed risk in at least one

form compared to 77% of students in the diagramming condition (See Fig. 5). A v2 test
of independence applied to the two lab sections revealed a trend-level difference in

which students in the diagramming condition were more likely to write about risk

through opposition, v2(1, n = 25) = 3.4, p = .07 (d = 0.79) and multiple forms of risk,

v2(1, n = 25) = 3.1, p = .08 (d = 0.75); but not more likely to write about any risk,

v2(1, n = 25) = 2.0, p = .16 (d = 0.59), or risk through uncertainty, v2(1,
n = 25) = .5, p = .47 (d = .29). Given the relatively low power of this analysis, the

trend-level effects are encouraging, although not conclusive.

Relevance and validity

Students in the diagramming condition wrote significantly more about the relevance and

validity of citations than those in the control condition on all seven dimensions. t tests

revealed that all of these differences are significant (see Table 2). Note that there was no

significant difference in the mean number of citations per paper across the two conditions

(4.6 vs. 4.5 citations, t(101)\ 1). The mean difference in attention to relevance and

validity across conditions is largest for writing about the context of cited studies (1.1

instances) and smallest for writing about evaluations of the validity of cited studies (0.3

instances; See Fig. 6).

Fig. 4 Proportion of student papers addressing any risk (any), risk through uncertainty, risk through
opposition, and a combination of risk types with SE bars. *p\ .05, **p\ .01, ***p\ .001
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As with hypothesis risk, some, but not all, of these results held when examined for the

within-instructor sample. Students in the diagramming condition wrote more about pop-

ulation, t(40) = 3.1, p = .003, (1.7 vs. 0.6; d = 0.98), context, t(40) = 5.6, p\ .001, (2.9

vs. 0.5; d = 1.77), comparisons, t(40) = 2.4, p = .02, (1.5 vs. 0.5; d = 0.75), and validity

evaluations, t(40) = 2.1, p = .048, (0.5 vs 0.1; d = 0.66) than those in the control con-

dition. However, there were no significant differences in this sample for writing about

sample size (1.2 vs. 0.5), experimental design (2.1 vs. 1.8), or confounds (0.7 vs 0.1), even

though the rates were always directionally higher in the diagramming condition.

Interrelationship of risk, relevance, and validity

One-way analyses of covariance (ANCOVA) were conducted to test the relationship

between these dependent variables, spurred on by the moderate correlation observed

between writing about relevance and writing about validity (r = .51, n = 102, p\ .001).

Fig. 5 Proportion of student papers addressing any risk, risk through uncertainty, risk through opposition,
and a combination of risk types on paper 2 with SE bars. *p\ .05, ?p\ .10

Table 2 t tests comparing writ-
ing about relevance and validity
across conditions

t df Sig. Mean difference d

Relevance

Population -2.6 136.5 .01 -0.54 0.44

Context -5.1 134.9 .00 -1.12 0.88

Comparison -3.0 134.5 .00 -0.57 0.52

Validity

Sample size -2.4 130.1 .02 -0.39 0.42

Exp. design -2.3 151.1 .03 -0.53 0.37

Confounds -3.5 92.4 .00 -0.51 0.73

Evaluation -2.7 107.8 .01 -0.30 0.52

Citations 0.7 152.0 .47 0.20 0.11
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See Fig. 7 for a visual representation of these relationships. While controlling for writing

about relevance (F(1,99)\ 1, p = .37) and validity (F(1,99) = 3.71, p = .06), condition

had a significant effect on writing about risk (F(1,99) = 17.59, p\ .001). While con-

trolling for writing about risk and validity, condition had a significant effect on writing

about relevance (F(1,99) = 11.73, p = .001). While controlling for writing about risk

(F(1,99) = 3.71, p = .06), and relevance (F(1,99) = 42.62, p\ .001), condition did not

have a significant effect on writing about validity.

Discussion

Introductions to research papers are deceptively difficult to write both because of the

complexity in establishing hypothesis risk and because of the complexity of understanding

and using general research concepts such as relevance and validity. The currently studied

intervention was designed to support novice scientists in applying the concepts of rele-

vance and validity, and thus hypothesis risk, to their research paper introductions. Sta-

tistically significant effects were found for all three.

For writing about different kinds of relevance, the largest effect was for context com-

parisons, in which a student may note, for example, that a cited study looked at the

bystander effect in person, where instead their study is examining the effect in an online

environment. Writing about all aspects of relevance was higher in the diagram condition,

Fig. 6 Writing about relevance and validity separated by subcomponent on paper 1 with SE bars. *p\ .05,
**p\ .01, ***p\ .001

Fig. 7 Structure of relationships
between writing characteristics
and condition
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but some of the other components had smaller effects sizes. For writing about validity

issues, there were effects of diagramming on all issues, but of different sizes. The largest

effect was for experimental design, in which a student describes the basic structure of a

study (e.g., experimental, correlational).

This variation across the different components of relevance and validity can most likely

be explained through differences in frequency, or applicability, and difficulty. For exam-

ple, context comparisons are an easily accessible feature of studies, require little reasoning,

and are frequently appropriate. One would expect every published study to both describe

the context in which it was conducted and involve some kind of context difference.

Experimental design is likely similar; it requires little or no reasoning to extract and should

be described clearly in any published study. At the other end of the spectrum (i.e., the

smallest effect) was the evaluation dimension, which had the smallest effect across all

dimensions of relevance and validity. Opportunities for evaluations are both rare (i.e., not

every study will have notable confounds or power issues), and difficult. Discovering

validity issues requires a higher amount of reasoning and scientific understanding.

We may understand our findings related to hypothesis risk in a similar way. The

intervention had its largest effect for risk addressed through uncertainty, in which, for

example, a student makes an appeal to scientific ignorance in a particular area, arguing that

there has not been any or enough research in their topic of interest to be conclusive. This is

both a relatively accessible appeal (one can imagine a near-infinite number of unexplored

research areas) and an easy one because authors generally make quite clear the area in

which a particular study is grounded. Opposition, in contrast, is both rarer (topics with

highly conflicted findings are limited), and more difficult. It requires a deep and nuanced

understanding of multiple related articles. Indeed, even published papers in psychology

address risk more frequently through uncertainty than through opposition (Barstow et al.

2015).

Based on the ANCOVA results, these variables in students’ writing appear to be

moderately interrelated. The intervention’s effects on writing about risk were independent

of writing about relevance and validity, while writing about relevance was partially

mediated by writing about validity and writing about validity was completely mediated by

writing about relevance. First, regarding the independence of risk, the overall spatial

structure of the diagram draws attention to risk, whereas the contents of the textboxes

draws attention to relevance and validity; thus, the differential ways in which students

attended to spatial structure vs. node contents may have led to independent effects. Second,

the mediation of validity differences via relevance differences may have been caused by

the low attention paid to validity in the diagram compared to relevance; it may be that only

those students who understood the relevance of citations enough to address it in their

papers were also able to address their validity.

Overall, this study provides novel evidence from a randomized and controlled experi-

ment that spatial representations (i.e., diagrams) can help novices in science better apply

the concept of hypothesis risk to their research paper introductions. Building on prior work

examining other effects of argument diagramming (Barstow et al. 2017; Chryssafidou

2014; Harrell 2013; Nussbaum and Schraw 2007), this study provides further evidence that

the utility of argument diagramming for improving some aspects of writing is robust across

argument diagramming ontologies, especially because this ontology differs greatly from

conventional frameworks previously studied like those based on Toulmin’s (1958)

framework of argument.

Argument diagramming frameworks have varied greatly in complexity and content

across the literature (Chryssafidou 2014; Griffin et al. 1995; Harrell 2013; Ozmen 2011).
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Here we tested the benefits of a disciplinary-specific framework that prompts students for

highly specific contents, and does not directly represent the rules of inference. We moved

to this approach through iterative testing and refinement in our tested context: less disci-

plinary-specific diagrams left too much unprompted for students to complete and produced

diagrams that were too large to be useful in writing. But this may reflect the nature of

introductions in psychology research, in which many papers, often not very closely related

to the experimental situation at hand, must be reviewed. In other areas in which intro-

ductions cover more theory and less experimental work, a different kind of diagramming

structure may be more relevant. Alternatively, if the goal is to improve writing experi-

mental introductions in science more generally, rather than in psychology specifically (e.g.,

in a K-12 context), then a more general diagramming approach could be better.

The current study is unique in its breaking down elements of writing in psychology

about risk into key, discipline-specific components and its demonstration that these indi-

vidual components all benefit from the support of structured argument diagramming. Past

research on computer-based tools for supporting problem-based learning (e.g., Quintana

et al. 2004; White and Frederiksen 1998) has suggested that students need additional

supports and scaffolds to manage the complexity embedded into complex inquiry tasks.

Here we explored a simple tool that could be added into a wide variety of instructional

situations (e.g., in-class activity or homework assignment worksheets for highly structured

or very open-ended inquiry projects). It focuses on particular issues in a relatively psy-

chology-specific framework that attends to particular writing challenges in psychology

research.

At a more nuanced level, our findings suggest that some elements of relevance, validity,

and hypothesis risk may be more difficult than others for students to address, and that

perhaps additional scaffolding could be built into a diagram ontology or an intervention to

further support students in understanding and applying these concepts. For example,

assignments could be created that involve reasoning about given studies and hypotheses

that necessarily involve less frequently encountered and more difficult issues in relevance,

validity, and risk.

There are limitations to the conclusions one can draw from this study, related to both

our methods and analysis. For example, the inter-coder reliability of the detailed content of

student papers was not ideal. Although this additional measurement noise reduces study

power, statistically significant effects were still found, suggesting little concern about false

negatives in this case. The primary issue in coding these elements is that student writing is

often brief and informal, and thus it is not always clear what students intended to say.

The current intervention necessarily had multiple components to introduce students to

the diagramming tool and framework prior to completing the diagrams. This multi-part

nature of the intervention raises the possibility that one of the components (e.g., just the

lecture on risk or just the diagramming of example papers) produced some or all of the

observed condition differences. However, it is important to note that students in the control

condition had many lectures on experimental validity, and the additional lecture exposure

of the diagramming group to validity in the context of diagrams was unlikely to produce

substantial effects on their writing. In general, the largest time difference between the

conditions was the time spent diagramming (vs. otherwise preparing their study). But

future studies would explore the (likely smaller) benefits of just lecture-exposure to the

concepts of hypothesis risk.

Another potential issue relates to the operationalization of relevance and validity as the

presence of reasoning about those topics rather than the accuracy of what was said (e.g.,

coding the presence of comments about correlational designs rather than checking whether
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the described study was actually correlational). Thus, the current findings point more

directly to an increased tendency to write explicitly about those topics rather than an

increased ability to correctly assess validity in other research or correctly categorize the

relevance of prior research. The point of these argument diagrams was to prompt thinking

and inclusion of these concepts in writing, and did not directly provide instruction on these

concepts. Thus, the operationalization of the outcome measures appropriately matched the

nature of the intervention. However, it remains an open question as to whether students

also improved the quality of their reasoning about validity and relevance or were generally

less likely to cite studies of low relevance to their hypotheses.

The complex nature of the tested diagram ontology as a hybrid representation (com-

bining textual and spatial elements) makes it difficult at this point to separate the effects of

diagram structure vs. node contents or understand the possible synergy between them.

Indeed, findings from a lab study by Suthers and Hundhausen (2003) suggest that repre-

sentations per se can have diverse effects on problem solving and learning. As noted in the

introduction, the contents of nodes and diagram structure in the current study were

designed to support particular reasoning and writing: node contents to support documen-

tation of relevance and validity, and diagram structure to support overall evaluation of

hypothesis risk. Therefore, it is likely that both node contents and diagram structure were

important. However, it is possible that any approach which provides similar structure to

students’ thinking about the literature and the relationship of their hypothesis to the lit-

erature will likely have similar effects (e.g., a highly structured outline tool).

It is encouraging that some differences between the experimental groups in their use of

risk were present on the second paper in the course after a significant time delay—transfer

in this domain has been under-discussed and rarely found. Although the differences only

trended towards statistical significance, the effect sizes were moderate and point to power

issues as the likely cause. Using a free, highly accessible diagramming tool for this study

enables students to use the tool at their will—which, while practically beneficial—means

that we are unable to determine whether differences on the second assignment represent a

glimpse at true temporal transfer or if students actually revisited the tool. Student use of the

tool was not measured outside the context of the first paper, where it was required. It is also

unclear what the cognitive mechanism of transfer would be in this domain. Students may

be improving their conceptual knowledge of different facets of argumentation (e.g., cita-

tion relevance), internalizing better structural and organizational knowledge of argumen-

tation, or perhaps a combination of these and other improvements. Further research on

transfer from diagramming activities could elucidate the relevant mechanisms at play.

Conclusions and future directions

In future work, it would be interesting to determine what other elements of scientific

writing and argumentation might be supported by this type of tool and ontology.

Hypothesis risk, relevance, and validity, although important, are not the only components

useful in constructing strong scientific arguments. To better understand the unique con-

tributions of different elements of our ontology, content in students’ diagrams could be

compared directly to their writing. For example, one might compare the amount of text

written about validity in a student’s diagram to the amount present in their paper’s

introduction.
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In conclusion, building on prior quasi-experimental evidence of similar interventions

(Barstow et al. 2017), the current study provides experimental evidence for the beneficial

effects of argument diagramming intervention on undergraduate students’ writing in

psychology. It also adds evidence to a growing literature on the benefits of diagramming

and use of structured representations in general in a variety of domains and applications,

educational and professional. This study also introduces an operationalization of key

components for writing in psychology and potentially science in general. This opera-

tionalization may lay the groundwork for additional fine-level analyses of science writing

and provide a foundation for improving our theoretical understanding of the implicit and

explicit components of scientific discourse. Finally, this work presents some limited evi-

dence for the transfer of diagramming benefits over time.
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